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I. INTRODUCTION

Plaintiff’s motion to exclude the testimony of Facebook’s economic expert, Dr. Dennis 

Carlton, lacks merit.  Plaintiff does not and cannot dispute that Dr. Carlton’s testimony is 

relevant to monopolization, attempted monopolization, and rule-of-reason tying claims.  Further, 

Dr. Carlton’s analysis of market definition, market power, and the competitive effects of the 

challenged conduct is relevant to decide whether to apply the per se rule to Plaintiff’s tying claim 

and, if so, how to apply it.  Accordingly, the Court should deny the motion to exclude Dr. 

Carlton’s testimony.

II. STATEMENT OF FACTS

In response to Plaintiff’s economic expert, Dr. Alan Frankel, Facebook proffered an 

expert opinion by Dr. Dennis Carlton, who conducted a substantial analysis of the competitive 

effects of Facebook’s challenged conduct.  See Report of Dr. Dennis Carlton, D.I. 244-1,

(hereinafter “Carlton Report”) ¶¶ 50–96.  With respect to Plaintiff’s monopolization and 

attempted monopolization claims, Dr. Carlton explains, among other things, that:

1. Other companies provide the vast majority of “virtual currency services”1 for “social 
games,” with Facebook having less than a 15% share.  Accordingly, Facebook lacks 
monopoly power in any plausible market for the provision of virtual currency services for 
social games;

2. Facebook’s incentives were to integrate payment processing into its distribution platform 
only if it would improve efficiency to do so; 

3. Facebook’s decision to charge for its platform distribution services through a revenue 
share on payment processing and offer ads could not have harmed competition in any 
relevant market; and 

1 Facebook disputes that the sale of payment processing services and offer ad services constitutes 
a single relevant product, but the Court need not resolve that issue for purposes of deciding this 
motion.
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4. Facebook’s challenged conduct could not have enabled it to obtain or maintain any 
market power in the provision of virtual currency services for social games.2

With respect to Plaintiff’s tying claims, Dr. Carlton explains, among other things, that:

1. Facebook did not tie anything to its social graph because it enables developers to access 
the social graph for free on other distribution platforms and without any obligation to 
purchase virtual currency services;

2. Facebook required developers using its distribution platform (i.e., the Facebook.com 
website) to use its payment processing services and the offer ad services of approved 
providers, but Facebook lacks market power in the distribution of social games:  it 
accounts for less than 15% of social game distribution services (as measured by in-app 
purchases); and

3. Plaintiff’s rule-of-reason tying claim fails because it cannot show harm to competition in 
a market for the provision of virtual currency services to social games.3

Dr. Carlton was deposed on January 12, 2017.  On January 20, 2017, Plaintiff moved for 

the exclusion of parts of Dr. Carlton’s testimony.  

III. SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

Plaintiff’s motion does not challenge Dr. Carlton’s qualifications or methodology, barely 

mentions its claims for monopolization and attempted monopolization of the alleged virtual 

currency services market, and refers only in a footnote to its rule-of-reason tying claim.  Instead,

Plaintiff makes two arguments for excluding Dr. Carlton’s testimony, neither of which has merit.

First, Plaintiff cites the per se rule for tying and argues that, if it can meet that standard, 

Dr. Carlton’s analysis of competitive effects would be “contrary to law.”  Social Ranger’s 

Motion to Preclude Expert Testimony of Dennis Carlton, D.I. 242 (hereinafter “Mot.”), at 2–3.

This argument fails for several reasons:

2 See, e.g., Carlton Report at Table 1, ¶¶ 52–53, 58, 61, 76, 85–87, 90.
3 See e.g., Carlton Report at Table 1, ¶¶ 75, 77, n. 93, 97–103.
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1. Plaintiff’s motion to exclude addresses only its per se tying claim and ignores its 
monopolization, attempted monopolization, and rule-of-reason tying claims for which Dr. 
Carlton’s analysis of competitive effects is undisputedly relevant.

2. Dr. Carlton’s competitive analysis is relevant to whether Plaintiff can establish the 
elements of a per se tying claim, including whether Facebook has market power in the 
distribution of social games given that the vast majority of social game activity takes 
place on non-Facebook platforms.

3. Dr. Carlton’s competitive analysis is also relevant to whether the per se rule should apply 
at all to Plaintiff’s claims as it demonstrates that Facebook’s conduct in the context of 
operating a software platform was unlikely to, and in fact did not, harm competition in 
any relevant market.  

Second, Plaintiff argues the antitrust laws protect only “consumer welfare” and that Dr. 

Carlton’s analysis does not address this standard.  Mot. at 15.  This argument also fails because:

1. Dr. Carlton’s analysis addresses the impact of Facebook’s challenged conduct on 
competition and is relevant to an assessment of consumer welfare.  

2. Plaintiff argues that Dr. Carlton should only consider the welfare of developers, but Dr. 
Carlton properly considers the welfare of both developers and Facebook users in the 
context of a two-sided platform like Facebook.com.  

3. The existence of an academic debate regarding the treatment of consumer surplus versus 
total surplus is not a basis to exclude Dr. Carlton’s testimony, and, in any event as Dr. 
Carlton explained, the distinction does not matter to the antitrust analysis in most cases, 
including this one.4

More generally, Plaintiff’s motion essentially disagrees with Facebook’s legal positions, 

rather than identifying any substantive or factual deficiencies in Dr. Carlton’s testimony.  There 

is no basis to exclude Dr. Carlton’s testimony.  

IV. LEGAL STANDARD

The admissibility of expert testimony is governed by Federal Rule of Evidence 702 and 

Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 509 U.S. 579 (1993). Under Daubert, Rule 702 

4 Plaintiff seeks to use the phrase “consumer welfare” to suggest that the courts base their 
antitrust analyses on “consumer surplus,” but there is no such consensus on this point for the 
reasons explained below.
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imposes a “gatekeeping” function on the Court to ensure that expert testimony is reliable and 

relevant.  Id. at 597; see also Elcock v. Kmart Corp., 233 F.3d 734, 741 (3d Cir. 2000).  An 

expert may not be excluded, however, based on a legal disagreement, see S. Track & Pump, Inc. 

v. Terex Corp., 852 F. Supp. 2d 456, 469 (D. Del. 2012), or a debate in the relevant field, see 

Milward v. Acuity Specialty Prods. Grp., Inc., 639 F.3d 11, 22 (1st Cir. 2011).

V. ARGUMENT

Plaintiff mischaracterizes Dr. Carlton’s testimony, the issues in this case, the governing 

law, and fails to provide any basis for excluding Dr. Carlton’s opinions.  His opinions are clearly 

admissible under the Rule 702 and Daubert standards.

A. Plaintiff’s attack on Dr. Carlton’s analysis of competitive harm is meritless.

Plaintiff erroneously asserts that certain of Dr. Carlton’s opinions are inconsistent with 

the law applicable to its per se tying claim.  Not only is Plaintiff wrong, but its argument misses 

the point.  Plaintiff does not dispute that Dr. Carlton’s testimony is relevant to its 

monopolization, attempted monopolization, and rule-of-reason tying claims.  Its motion should 

be denied on this basis alone.  Further, Dr. Carlton’s opinions are relevant to determining 

whether the per se rule should apply to Plaintiff’s tying claim at all, and, if it does, how it should 

be applied to Facebook’s challenged conduct.

1. Plaintiff does not dispute that Dr. Carlton’s testimony on competitive 
effects is relevant to its monopolization and rule-of-reason tying claims.

The Complaint in this case alleges monopolization, attempted monopolization, and tying 

claims, and it challenges the alleged tying arrangement under both a per se and a rule-of-reason 

standard.  See Complaint for Antitrust Violations, D.I. 1, at ¶¶ 124–194.  There is no dispute that 

Plaintiff’s monopolization claims, as well as its rule-of-reason tying claim, require a showing 

that Facebook’s challenged conduct is anticompetitive (i.e., that there was harm to the 
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competitive process) in the provision of payment processing and offer ad services to social 

games.  

With respect to its tying claim, Plaintiff does not dispute that it alleges an antitrust 

violation under both a per se and rule-of-reason standard.5 And, as Plaintiff concedes in a 

footnote, the rule of reason requires it to demonstrate “harm to the competitive process in the tied 

market.”  Mot. at 2 (quoting Kickflip, 999 F. Supp. 2d at 689).  There are good reasons why the 

rule of reason should apply here.  Because “the nature of the platform software market 

affirmatively suggests that per se rules might stunt valuable innovation,” the rule of reason 

governs the design choices of a software platform owner like Facebook.  United States v. 

Microsoft Corp., 253 F.3d 34, 84 (D.C. Cir. 2001); id. at 92 (“We hold that the rule of reason, 

rather than per se analysis, should govern the legality of tying arrangements involving platform 

software products.”).6 Facebook also integrated the payments and platform services for 

legitimate business reasons, namely, to improve the user experience and protect its goodwill.  

Therefore, the integration of payments into the platform services in this dynamic industry does 

not “fall[] into the category of agreements or practices which because of their pernicious effect 

on competition and lack of any redeeming virtue are conclusively presumed to be unreasonable.” 

5 The Court has not yet decided whether the per se approach or the rule of reason applies in this 
case.  See Kickflip, Inc. v. Facebook, Inc., 999 F. Supp. 2d 677, 689 (D. Del. 2013) (“A 
determination of the applicability of the per se rule is better undertaken after careful 
consideration of the evidentiary record.”) (citing United States v. Microsoft Corp., 253 F.3d 34, 
95 (D.C. Cir. 2001)).  
6 Town Sound & Custom Tops, Inc. v. Chrysler Motors Corp., on which Plaintiff relies, was 
decided before Microsoft, involved a traditional industry (car manufacturing), and recognized 
that the per se rule does not apply in all circumstances.  See 959 F.2d 468, 477 (3d Cir. 1992).
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Nw. Wholesale Stationers, Inc. v. Pac. Stationery and Printing Co., 472 U.S. 284, 289 (1985) 

(internal quotation omitted).7

Because Dr. Carlton’s competitive effects analysis is relevant to its other claims—

monopolization, attempted monopolization, and rule-of-reason tying—there is no basis to 

exclude it.  See, e.g., Greatback Ltd. v. AVX Corp., No. 13-723-LPS, 2015 WL 9171042 , at *2 

(D. Del. Dec. 11, 2015) (finding the expert’s testimony “admissible because it may be used to 

rebut at least some of AVX’s obviousness arguments and because it will help the trier of fact”) 

(emphasis added); Children’s Med. Ctr. of Dallas v. Columbia Hosp. at Med. City Dallas 

Subsidiary, L.P., No. 3-04-CV-2436-BD, 2006 WL 616000, at *4 (N.D. Tex. Mar. 10, 2006) 

(“[E]vidence should be excluded prior to trial only if it is clearly inadmissible for any purpose”) 

(emphasis added).8

In addition to its failure to consider the relevance of Dr. Carlton’s testimony to its other 

legal claims, Plaintiff mischaracterizes portions of Dr. Carlton’s testimony, while ignoring other 

relevant portions altogether.  Plaintiff claims that Dr. Carlton’s discussion of competitive effects 

in Part IV of his report is specific to and the sum total of his “tying opinions.”  See Mot. at 6–7.

Part IV of Dr. Carlton’s report, however, is not limited to Plaintiff’s tying claim; it contains 

general competitive analysis relevant to all claims, including the monopolization and rule-of-

7 Because Dr. Carlton’s competitive analysis is clearly relevant to a rule-of-reason analysis, 
Plaintiff’s reliance on per se cases to exclude Dr. Carlton’s testimony at this stage are inapt.  See 
Mot. at 8–11 (citing to International Salt, IBM, and Kodak).
8 Plaintiff’s argument that testimony should be excluded if it is not relevant to its per se tying 
claim suggests that it does not intend to pursue its other claims.  Until those claims are dismissed 
or withdrawn, however, Dr. Carlton’s competitive analysis remains admissible to rebut those 
claims.  
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reason tying claims.  Plaintiff fails to acknowledge, much less address, Dr. Carlton’s actual tying 

analysis.  See Carlton Report Section VI (¶¶ 97–103).9

2. Dr. Carlton’s analysis is consistent with the per se rule on tying.

Plaintiff’s argument that Dr. Carlton’s opinions on tying are contrary to law is also wrong 

on the merits.  Dr. Carlton makes clear in his report that Dr. Frankel and Plaintiff have not shown 

that Facebook has market power in a tying product market (e.g., the distribution of social 

games).  See Carlton Report ¶ 102.  As Dr. Carlton explained, Facebook competes with—and its 

price is constrained by—Apple iOS, Google Android, and other social game distribution 

platforms.  See Decl. of Anne Y. Lee in Support of Opposition to Motion to Preclude Carlton 

Testimony, Ex. 1 (hereinafter “Carlton Dep.”), at 321:24-322:2 (“Facebook in its pricing is 

concerned about the constraints that both Apple and Google impose on them, because there can 

be substitution to them.”).  That fact is fatal to Plaintiff’s per se claim even under its 

interpretation of the law.  See Mot. at 11.  See also Town Sound, 959 F.2d at 480 (finding no 

market power in the tying product market—and therefore no per se tying violation—because 

“Chrysler’s pricing is constrained by the prices its competitors charge for comparable 

automobiles.”); Brokerage Concepts, Inc. v. U.S. Healthcare, Inc., 140 F.3d 494, 513–15 (3d 

Cir. 1998) (dismissing plaintiff’s per se tying claim because its definition of the tying product 

did not include all reasonably interchangeable products).10

9 To support its argument, Plaintiff also ascribes to Dr. Carlton positions he does not take.  In 
particular, Dr. Carlton has never suggested that “a monopolist in a first market cannot harm 
competition by tying the first product to a second product.”  Mot. at 7.  In fact, he testified to the 
contrary in his deposition.  Carlton Dep. 261:19-23.  In his report, Dr. Carlton also provided 
several examples of tying arrangements that could harm competition, but he concluded that 
Facebook’s conduct did not do so based on the facts in this case. 
10 Nor can Plaintiff rely on alleged market power in Facebook’s “social graph” (or “social 
network”).  Facebook makes its social graph available to game developers on other platforms 
through Facebook Login (formerly Facebook Connect) at no cost. Carlton Report ¶ 77.
(continued…)
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Dr. Carlton’s economic analysis is relevant to the per se claim particularly in light of the 

Supreme Court’s holding that a plaintiff must prove that a defendant has the requisite market 

power to engage in an unlawful tying arrangement.  Illinois Tool Works Inc. v. Indep. Ink, 547 

U.S. 28, 42–43 (2006).11 Courts have increasingly required rigorous economic analysis in 

satisfying the per se elements, especially given that “over the years…[the Supreme] Court’s 

strong disapproval of tying arrangements has substantially diminished.” Id. at 35.  See also 

Grappone, Inc. v. Subaru of New England, Inc., 858 F.2d 792, 796–97 (1st Cir. 1988) (Breyer, 

J.) (Jefferson Parish requires showing of “significant” market power, which “cannot ordinarily 

be surmounted simply by pointing to the fact of the tie itself or to a handful of objecting 

customers” and requires evidence that defendant “could raise prices significantly above the 

competitive level”).  Contrary to Plaintiff’s assertion that Dr. Carlton “ignores the role of market 

definition and market power,” see Mot. at 11, Dr. Carlton analyzed the market for the 

distribution of social games to rebut Dr. Frankel’s opinion regarding Facebook’s supposed 

market power, see Carlton Report ¶¶ 68–81, and concluded based on his economic analysis that 

Facebook lacks market power in the tying product market (social game distribution platforms).  

Id. at ¶ 102.  Dr. Carlton’s testimony is therefore consistent even with Plaintiff’s interpretation of 

the applicable tying law. 

Facebook does not require (or even offer) its payments-related services to game developers using 
its social graph on other platforms.  As the Supreme Court has explained, “where the buyer is 
free to take either product by itself there is no tying problem.” N. Pac. Ry. Co. v. United States,
356 U.S. 1, 6 n.4 (1958); see also Avaya Inc., RP v. Telecom Labs, Inc., 838 F.3d 354, 408 (3d 
Cir. 2016).
11 The International Salt and IBM cases relied on by Plaintiff, Mot. at 8–11, involved patented 
products where the court presumed rather than proved defendant’s market power in the tying 
product— an approach since abrogated by Illinois Tool Works. 547 U.S. at 42–43.
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3. Dr. Carlton’s competitive effects analysis is also relevant to whether the 
per se rule should apply to Plaintiff’s tying claim.

Finally, Dr. Carlton’s competitive effects analysis should not be excluded because it is 

relevant to the Court’s determination of the appropriate legal standard.  Dr. Carlton’s economic 

findings demonstrate that the rule of reason should apply because Facebook’s conduct in the 

context of operating a software platform was unlikely to, and in fact did not, harm competition in 

any relevant market. 

Analysis of a per se tying claim is different from traditional per se anticompetitive 

conduct cases.  See Town Sound, 959 F.2d at 477.  Courts do look at the underlying economic 

effects and relevant markets in deciding whether to apply the per se rule.  See Jefferson Par. 

Hosp. Dist. No. 2 v. Hyde, 466 U.S. 2, 34 (1984) (O’Connor, J., concurring) (“The ‘per se’ 

doctrine in tying cases has thus always required an elaborate inquiry into the economic effects of 

the tying arrangement.”); Continental T.V. v. GTE Sylvania Inc., 433 U.S. 36, 58–59 (1977) 

(observing that “departure from the rule-of-reason standard [in antitrust law] must be based upon 

demonstrable economic effect rather than ... upon formalistic line drawing”).  And “[t]he per se 

test is used in cases where exploitation of leverage in the market for the tying product is 

‘probable.’” Brokerage Concepts, 140 F.3d at 512 (citing Jefferson Par. Hosp. Dist. No. 2, 466 

U.S. at 15; Town Sound, 959 F.2d. at 476–77) (emphasis added).  In other words, the per se rule 

must not be “blindly” followed without considering the real-world economic effects.  United 

States v. Jerrold Elecs. Corp., 187 F. Supp. 545, 556 (E.D. Pa. 1960), aff’d, 365 U.S. 567 (1961) 

(“[C]ourt[s] must always be conscious of the fact that a case might arise in which the facts 

indicate that an injustice would be done by blindly accepting the per se rule.”). 

Because Dr. Carlton’s analysis makes clear that Facebook’s conduct did not and cannot 

foreclose competition in the tied product market for virtual currency services, the per se standard 
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is inappropriate.  Dr. Carlton’s economic analysis demonstrates that Facebook has less than a 

15% share of the tied product market for virtual currency services provided to social games and 

faces competition from Apple iOS, Google Android, and others.  See Carlton Table 1; Carlton 

Report ¶¶ 71–80.  The absence of foreclosure of competition in the tied product market—

combined with the strong procompetitive justifications for Facebook’s conduct—confirms that 

the per se rule should not apply here.  See Town Sound, 959 F.2d at 477 (recognizing that courts 

decline to apply the per se rule where the foreclosure of the tied product market is minimal) 

(citing United States v. Jerrold Elecs. Corp., 365 U.S. 567 (1961) (per curiam), aff’g 187 F.Supp. 

545 (E.D. Pa. 1960) and 9 Phillip E. Areeda, Antitrust Law ¶¶ 1722–1727 at 285–368 (Little 

Brown, 1991)); Grappone, Inc., 858 F.2d at 799 (Breyer, J.) (finding it conceivable that tie in 

question “was ‘efficient’ enough a way to do business that the agreement could have escaped per 

se condemnation under the lines of cases that have created certain exceptions to the per se rule 

where economic, or procompetitive justifications are particularly strong”).  Because Dr. 

Carlton’s testimony is relevant for deciding which tying standard to apply—in addition to 

rebutting Plaintiff’s monopolization claims and tying claims under either standard—there is no 

basis to exclude it.  See Greatback Ltd., 2015 WL 9171042, at *2 (expert testimony “admissible 

because it may be used to rebut at least some of [the opposing party]’s … arguments”) (emphasis 

added).

***

In sum, Dr. Carlton’s economic analysis is relevant to all of Plaintiff’s claims:  

monopolization, attempted monopolization, and tying.  Nothing in Dr. Carlton’s testimony is 

contrary to law such that would require it to be excluded under Rule 702 or Daubert.  And, as 

discussed below, to the extent Plaintiff disagrees with Facebook’s interpretation of the law, that 

is not an appropriate basis to exclude expert testimony. 
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B. Plaintiff’s criticism of Dr. Carlton’s treatment of consumer welfare does not 
provide a basis to exclude his testimony.

Plaintiff also attacks Dr. Carlton’s purported failure to address the “consumer welfare” 

standard. Mot. at 15.  But Dr. Carlton’s analysis of the impact on competition is relevant to 

assessing consumer welfare.  Further, unlike Plaintiff’s economic expert, Dr. Carlton 

appropriately considered the two-sided nature of the Platform, as well as the impact of 

Facebook’s conduct on both developers and users.  Finally, “consumer welfare” is not 

synonymous with “consumer surplus,” and the existence of an academic debate on “consumer 

surplus” versus “total surplus” does not provide a basis for excluding Dr. Carlton’s testimony.

Dr. Carlton concluded that Facebook’s conduct caused no harm to competition in the 

provision of virtual currency services to social games.  As Dr. Carlton explained, the only 

possible alleged harm to developers stems from Facebook’s decision to begin charging a revenue 

share for use of its platform (which it had previously provided for free), as opposed to integrating  

payment processing into the distribution platform.  See, e.g., Carlton Dep. at 210:7-10.  Even if 

developers were paying a higher price for a service they were previously getting for free, any 

such harm did not harm the competitive process, which is what the antitrust laws protect.  See

Carlton Dep. at 246:9-247:16; 249:17-250:8; Brantley v. NBC Universal, Inc., 675 F.3d 1192, 

1202 (9th Cir. 2012) (“allegations that an agreement has the effect of . . . increasing prices to 

consumers does not sufficiently allege an injury to competition”); see also NYNEX Corp. v. 

Discon, Inc., 525 U.S. 128, 137 (1998) (“the competitive process” is what “the antitrust laws 

seek to encourage”).  Additionally, as Dr. Carlton explained, Facebook’s July 2011 policies did 

not foreclose competition in the “virtual currency services” market because alternatives like 

Apple iOS and Google Android exist and constrain Facebook.  See, e.g., Carlton Dep. at 321:24-

322:2.  These conclusions are directly relevant to assessing harm to competition and consumer 
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welfare, whether defined as “consumer surplus” or “total surplus.”  Simply put, Dr. Carlton has 

confirmed that the conduct at issue did not harm competition in the provision of virtual currency 

services for social games, see Carlton Dep. at 246:9-247:16; 249:17-250:8, and without a 

predicate anticompetitive act, it does not matter what standard is used to analyze harm.12

Further, Plaintiff argues that Dr. Carlton is required to limit his analysis to the impact on 

consumers—which plaintiff equates with developers—without regard to the impact on other 

participants (e.g., Facebook users) in Facebook’s two-sided platform.  Mot. at 13.  Plaintiff, like 

its economic expert, is wrong to ignore the impact of Facebook’s conduct on users.  See Motion 

to Exclude Testimony of Dr. Alan Frankel, D.I. 234.  Regardless of how “consumer welfare” is 

analyzed, the analysis must consider both sets of relevant “consumers” in a two-sided 

marketplace and analyze the effects of challenged conduct “on the relevant market ‘as a whole.’”  

United States v. American Express, 838 F.3d 179, 204–05 (2d Cir. 2016).  As Plaintiff correctly 

points out, Dr. Carlton did not limit his analysis to only developers but also considered the 

impact on Facebook users: in the circumstances here, that was entirely appropriate.

In any case, the relevant case law does not require that antitrust harm be analyzed with 

reference only to consumer surplus, which Plaintiff uses as a proxy for consumer welfare.13

There is a debate within legal and academic circles about the appropriate standard for measuring 

consumer welfare in the antitrust context; possible standards include consumer surplus, total 

surplus, effect on the competitive process or other articulations.  See, e.g., Jonathan M. Jacobson, 

Another Take on the Relevant Welfare Standard for Antitrust, American Bar Association, The 

12 Dr. Carlton explained more generally in his deposition that, as is the case here, the distinction 
between consumer surplus and total surplus rarely makes a difference in the assessment of 
competitive effects.  Carlton Dep. 231:17-232:4; 233:5-8.
13 See, e.g., Mot. at 13 (criticizing Dr. Carlton for “ignor[ing] consumer welfare,” where “[t]he 
tie enables the company to extract even more consumer surplus”).
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Antitrust Source, Aug. 2015, available online at 

http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/publishing/antitrust_source/

aug15_jacobson_7_21f.authcheckdam.pdf (accessed Feb. 7, 2017) (surveying relevant 

literature).14 While courts have referenced “consumer welfare” in a general sense, they have 

never held that only “consumer surplus” matters in assessing antitrust harm, a view rejected by 

the Supreme Court.  See Weyerhaeuser Co. v. Ross-Simmons Hardwood Lumber Co., Inc., 549 

U.S. 312 (2007) (finding harm to sellers to be a potential basis for an antitrust violation).15

But this debate does not render Dr. Carlton’s testimony inadmissible.  In fact, it is 

improper to exclude expert testimony where there is a live debate in the relevant field.  See, e.g.,

Milward, 639 F.3d at 22 (reversing exclusion of expert testimony; the Court “took sides on 

questions that are currently the focus of extensive scientific research and debate—and on which 

14 Compare, e.g., Roger D. Blair & D. Daniel Sokol, Welfare Standards in U.S. and E.U. 
Antitrust Enforcement, 81 Fordham L. Rev. 2497 (2013) (advocating total welfare standard); 
Kenneth Heyer, Welfare Standards & Merger Analysis: Why Not the Best?, 2 Competition Pol’y 
Int’l, 29–54 (Autumn 2006) (same); Dennis W. Carlton & Michael Waldman, Tying, in 3 A.B.A. 
Sec. Antitrust L., Issues in Competition Law & Policy 1859, 1864–65 (Wayne Dale Collins ed., 
ABA Book Publ’g 2008) (same); with Steven A. Salop, Question: What Is the Real and Proper 
Antitrust Welfare Standard? Answer: The True Consumer Welfare Standard, 22 Loyola 
Consumer L. Rev. 336 (2010) (advocating consumer welfare standard); Einer Elhauge, 
Rehabilitating Jefferson Parish: Why Ties Without a Substantial Foreclosure Share Should Not 
be Per Se Legal, 80 Antitrust L.J. 463, 498 (2016) (same).  Some scholars advocate for still 
another standard, focused only on harm to the competitive process.  See, e.g., Gregory J. 
Werden, Antitrust’s Rule of Reason: Only Competition Matters, 79 Antitrust L.J. 713, 723 
(2014).  That approach also finds support in the case law.  See, e.g., Interface Grp. v. Mass. Port 
Auth., 816 F.2d 9, 10 (1st Cir. 1987) (Breyer, J.) (“‘Anticompetitive’ . . . refers . . . to actions that 
harm the competitive process, a process that aims to bring consumers the benefits of lower 
prices, better products, and more efficient production methods.”).
15 Adopting a pure consumer surplus standard would imply that “buyer cartels,” i.e., groups of 
buyers that collude to restrict the price they offer to sellers, would evade antitrust scrutiny.  Such 
a cartel would increase consumer surplus, and so would satisfy the Plaintiff’s “consumer 
surplus” standard, by allowing consumers to acquire goods for a lower price.  See Carlton Dep. 
at 232:10-233:1.  The courts, however, have rejected that argument.  See, e.g., Knevelbaard 
Dairies v. Kraft Foods, Inc., 232 F.3d 979, 988–89 (9th Cir. 2000) (injury to sellers sufficient for 
antitrust harm even if lower prices to consumers result (citing 2 Phillip E. Areeda & Herbert 
Hovenkamp, Antitrust Law ¶ 375b at 297 (rev. ed. 1995))).
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reasonable scientists can clearly disagree.”); In re Asbestos Prod. Liab. Litig., No. 09-CV-75120,

2011 WL 499993, at *2 (E.D. Pa. Feb. 10, 2011), objections overruled sub nom. In re Asbestos 

Prod. Liab. Litig. (No. VI), No. 09-92636, 2012 WL 5882562 (E.D. Pa. Nov. 21, 2012) (denying 

motion to exclude expert testimony where “there is a bona fide debate within the scientific 

community.”). Plaintiff’s challenge to Dr. Carlton’s testimony should be rejected.

C. Plaintiff’s disagreement about the law is not a basis to exclude expert 
testimony.

At bottom, Plaintiff’s motion is not about Dr. Carlton or his testimony.  Rather, it is an 

improper attempt, dressed up as a Daubert challenge, to preview Plaintiff’s arguments about how 

it believes the Court should apply the law to its claims in this case.  First, Plaintiff disagrees 

about whether and how the per se standard applies to its tying claim.  Second, Plaintiff disagrees 

about whether a plaintiff can support an antitrust violation without showing harm to the 

competitive process.  These legal disputes are simply irrelevant to the admissibility of Dr. 

Carlton’s testimony and do not provide grounds for exclusion. See, e.g., S. Track & Pump, Inc. 

v. Terex Corp., 852 F. Supp. 2d 456, 469 (D. Del. 2012) (“[Defendant’s] disagreement with 

[plaintiff’s] underlying legal position does not provide a sufficient basis for excluding expert 

opinions based on those positions.”).

Dr. Carlton is an economist, not a lawyer.  See, e.g., Carlton Dep. at 162:16-19; 252:19-

253:01, 258:3-263:18. Dr. Carlton testified about the economic and competitive effects of the 

challenged conduct, not about the applicable legal standards.  His economic testimony is reliable 

and will assist the trier of fact as well as the Court in deciding those legal questions.

Plaintiff can argue their interpretation of the law in the appropriate proceedings, but any 

debate with Dr. Carlton’s analysis goes to its weight, not its admissibility.  See, e.g., AstraZeneca 

LP v. Tap Pharm. Prod., Inc., 444 F. Supp. 2d 278, 289–90 (D. Del. 2006) (argument that 
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expert’s opinion was contrary to law “go to the weight, not the admissibility of Dr. Rappeport’s 

opinion”).

VI. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Facebook respectfully requests that the Court deny Plaintiff’s 

motion to exclude Dr. Carlton’s opinions and to strike portions of his report.  In the alternative, if 

the Court agrees with Plaintiff in any respect, Facebook requests the opportunity to file a 

supplemental report addressing any deficiencies.
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